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The AEGIS Events 

 

The 3rd AEGIS Training School took place at Helmholtz Zentrum München, Germany on the 

topic of Fragment-based screening, NMR and basic interaction analysis from November 6 - 

10, 2017.  The event was organized by Prof. Sattler and Dr. Schlosser and was well received. 

 

 

 

The topic of the school was Structure based Drug Discovery. The fellows received both 

theoretical and practical instruction in fragment based screening, protein purification, and 

protein crystallography. The program was supplemented by courses in Presentation Training, 

Innovation Management and Open innovation. The highlight was a Distinguished Lecture by 

Nobel laureate Prof. Robert Huber about "Protein structures in Translational Medicine and 

Business Development". As part of AEGIS Public Relations, all AEGIS Fellows produced a 

Youtube video about the AEGIS project. 
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The 4th AEGIS Training School took take place at Novartis, Basel, Switzerland on the topics of 

drug discovery in industry, industry-academia networking and rare diseases from April 9 - 13, 

2018. 

 

Training was offered on 'Phenotypic screening' and 'Target-based screening'. Besides 

theoretical principles, practical aspects of integrated lead finding were considered as 'High-

Throughput-Screening' 

(HTS) and 'Fragment based 

Screening' (FBS). A special 

focus of the school lay on 

drug discovery for 

infectious and tropical 

diseases and the 

development of 

(re)emerging infectious 

diseases in Europe. The 

program was completed 

by a course job application 

skills and an introduction 

in team building by the 

Herrmann-Brain-

Dominance-Instrument.  
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The Helmholtz Drug Research Initiative invited to the second international Helmholtz Drug 

Discovery Conference (HDDC) on Apr 26-27, 2018 at Helmholtz Zentrum München and AEGIS 

paid a visit. Beside numerous fellows three PIs of AEGIS gave lectures: Prof. Dr. Gisbert 

Schneider (ETH Switzerland), Dr. Wolfgang Jahnke (Novartis) and Dr. Gregor Popowicz 

(Helmholtz Zentrum Munich). The HDDC was jointly organized by Prof. Dr. Michael Sattler and 

Dr. Eva Schlosser (both AEGIS) and Prof. Dr. Martin Göttlicher (Helmholtz Zentrum Munich). 

 

Attracting a high-level audience of researchers, the conference provided a stimulating 

platform to discuss with academic experts and scientists from biotech and pharmaceutical 

industries. Topics included innovative screens on novel targets and target validation, 

structure-based drug discovery, computational approaches and more.  

Munich's vibrating scientific and cultural environment offered an excellent framework for the 

valuable experience of collaboration and scientific exchange reaching out to junior 

investigators and leading scientists in the field of drug research. 

 

In order to foster interaction and discussions in the field, an exceptional group of 

internationally renowned experts on the topic of drug discovery were invited, who built the 

framework of this year’s HDDC scientific program. 

 

 

Prof. Gisbert Schneider gave a seminar on the topic of 

drug design with artificial intelligence (AI). Schneider 

provided an overview of recent examples of automated 

'de novo' molecular design, discussed the concepts and 

computational approaches involved, and dared to 

predict some of the possibilities and limitations of drug 

design with machine intelligence. Despite these 

technological advances, it was concluded that it may be 

naive to expect that a de novo design method can 

automatically generate ligand molecules with ideal 

properties in every aspect. The lack of suitable training 

data for machine learning in terms of data quantity and 

quality delays the rapid development of advanced 

chemistry-savvy de novo design models. Computer 

scientists are well advised to develop algorithms that 

can detect meaningful patterns in small data sets, 

which are characteristic of early-stage drug discovery, 

and chemists should use these tools in prospective 

studies. This notion affects both on-the-job training and 

the academic education of young medicinal chemists. AEGIS contributes to this important 

aspect of education. 
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Selected AEGIS ESR activities 

 

ESR Joy Petrick (Novartis) was accepted to give a presentation at the 5th Novalix conference: 

Biophysics in Drug discovery 2018, Boston, US, 13 - 15 June 2018.  

 

 

Thanks to my Marie-Curie fellowship, I had the 

chance to attend and participate in two 

international conferences throughout the last 

year. The first took place at the EMBL in 

Heidelberg, Germany, from the 16th to 17th of 

November 2017. The conference title was 

“Revolutions in Structural Biology: Celebration 

the 100th Anniversary of Sir John Kendrew”. 

As you can assume by its name the conference 

focused on electron microscopy with well-

known speakers from the field such as 

Wolfgang Baumeister and Patrick Cramer. 

Initially my abstract was accepted for a poster 

but when the event came closer, I was invited 

to also give a short oral presentation about my 

fragment-based drug discovery project. What 

a chance! Speaking in front of such an 

audience was a great honor and a lot of fun. 

The highlight of the conference were the talks 

of the two recently honored Nobel laureates, 

Richard Henderson and Jacques Dubochet. 

Both had been invited a long time before their 

nomination. I am sure the talk of Jacques 

Dubochet, about his journey through the ups 

and downs of Cryo-EM, was the most 

entertaining talk of a Nobel laureate I will ever 

listen to. The second conference took place in 

Boston, US, from the 13th to 15th of June 

2018. It was the 5th NovAliX conference on 

“Biophysics in drug discovery” and the first 

time it took place outside of Europe. Also for me it was the first time to travel to the US. The 

topics were more widely spread, as in the years before:  membrane proteins, protein-protein 

interactions biotherapeutics, target engagement and Cryo-EM 

amongst others. Also here I was lucky and got invited for an oral 

presentation. My project had made quite some progress by that time 

and so I was able to show my first crystal structures that resulted from 

a fragment screening campaign by crystallography. In summary, it 

was a great experience for me to speak at those two conferences. I 

learned a lot, not only from a scientific perspective. Additionally, I got 

lots of useful and positive feedback. That encouraged me for the 

future! Joy Petrick, Novartis Basel 
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Selected Scientific Achievements  

 

Publications:  

 

 ß-Carbolinone Analogues from the Ugi Silver Mine. Doemling A, Madhavachary R, 

Naveen N, Wang Y, Wang Q and Konstantinidou M; EurJoc, 17 April 2018: DOI: 

10.1002/ejoc.201800557 

 Immune Checkpoint PD-1/PD-L1: Is There Life Beyond Antibodies?   Konstantinidou 

M, Zarganes-Tzitzika T, Magiera-Mularz K, Holak TA and Dömling A, Angew. Chem., 

2018, Vol. 57, Issue 18, 4840-4848. DOI: 10.1002/anie.201710407 

 Detecting ligand interactions in real time on living bacterial cells; Encarnação JC, 

Schulte T, Achour A, Björkelund H and Andersson K; Applied Microbiology and 

Biotechnology, 2018, published online Mar 17, 2018; DOI: 10.1007/s00253-018-

8919-3 

 The hitchhiker’s guide to the chemical-biological galaxy.  Opassi G, Gesù A and 

Massarotti A; Drug Discov. today, 2018, Vol. 23, Issue 3, 565-574. 

DOI:10.1016/j.drudis.2018.01.007 

 Oligomeric interfaces as a tool in drug discovery: Specific interference with activity of 

malate dehydrogenase of Plasmodium falciparum in vitro; Lunev S, Butzloff S, 

Romero AR, Linzke M, Batista FA, Meissner KA, Müller IB, Adawy A, Wrenger C and 

Groves M; PLoS One, 2018; 13(4): e0195011. DOI: 10.1371/journal.pone.0195011 

 In Silico Target Prediction for Small Molecules. Byrne R, Schneider G;  In: Ziegler, S., 

and Waldmann, H (eds.) Systems Chemical Biology: Methods and Protocols, Methods 

in Molecular Biology, vol. 1888, 2018; DOI: 10.1007/978-1-4939-8891-4_16 

 

Posters: 

 

HDDC 2018 Munich: 

 Roberto Fino: “Elucidating the role of water molecules in Pex14-Pex5 PPI 

interactions” 

 Charlotte Softley: “Use of Lanthanide Binding Tags in studying PEX14 and ligand 

binding in solution” 

 Valeria Napolitano: “X-ray structures of PEX14 complexes reveal protein surface 

adaptation after ligand binding” 

 João Encarnação: “Real-time cell based assays: Exploring LigandTracer beyond living 

mammalian cells” 

 Atilio Reyes Romero: “A New Toolkit in Drug Target Validation: the Protein 

Interference Assay” 

 

EMBO Workshop, Grossetto: 

 Charlotte Softley: “Studying PEX14 and ligand binding in solution with the use of 

paramagnetic DOTA-M8 tag.” 
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 Maxime Denis: “The paramagnetic tagging of tcPex14 reveals insights into its 

behaviour in solution” 

 

EMBO Chemical Biology Conference 

 Ave Kuusk: “Stabilization of 14-3-3-p53 protein-protein interaction.” 

 

AMR 2018 - Challenges and new concepts in antibiotics research, Paris, March       

 Patrick Walter: "Structural and biophysical studies on bacterial UMP kinase as anti - 

TB target" 

 

EFMC-YMCS 2018, 5th EFMC Young Medicinal Chemist Symposium 6-7/9/2018, Ljubljana, 

Slovenia 

 Markella Konstantinidou: “Design and synthesis of small molecules as protein-

protein interaction stabilizers” 

 

EFMC-ISMC 2018, XXV EFMC International Symposium on Medicinal Chemistry, 2-6/9/2018, 

Ljubljana, Slovenia 

 Markella Konstantinidou: “From fragment hits to MCR small molecules: design, 

synthesis and biological evaluation” 

 

 

Talks:  

 

GCC2018: 

 Ryan Byrne: “The Shape of Things to Come? Fractal Dimensionality and its 

Applications in Deep-Learning-Driven Ligand-Receptor Interaction Prediction” 

5th Novalix conference: Biophysics in Drug discovery 2018, Boston, US, 13 - 15 June 2018 

 Joy Petrick: “Novel active and allosteric site binders identified for FPPS of T. cruzi” 

25th Young Research Meeting, SCT, 5-7/3/2018, Orleans, France 

 Markella Konstantinidou: “Discovery of unprecedented aspartic proteases inhibitors 

with applications in Alzheimer and other diseases” 

MCR 2018, 7th International Conference on Multicomponent Reactions and Related 

Chemistry, 26-31/8/2018, Düsseldorf, Germany 

 Markella Konstantinidou: “Design of MCR scaffold with inhibitory activity on aspartic 

proteases” 

IPSCON, October 21, Chandigarh, India. 

 João Encarnação: “Kinetic characterization of therapeutic antibodies binding to 

adherent tumor cells.” 


